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Introduction

1

Live again! After two years of online 

training, we went live again in March 2022. 

COVID-19 had a significant impact on YEP 

Programmes, as it did on the rest of the 

world. And we are still not out of the woods 

yet. We had to become resourceful in our 

approach and move mountains so to speak. 

I am very proud of the YEP team, together 

we have steered the programme towards a 

more sustainable platform. 

COVID-19 demanded all of us to be flexible 

and resilient, to cope with unforeseen 

challenges. Not the least the Young Experts 

themselves. On top of working in different 

countries with different cultures, learning 

new things and having new environments 

to adjust to, everybody had to deal with the 

insecurities of the COVID pandemic. It is 

impressive how all Young Experts and the 

YEP team have dealt with that.

Despite the challenges, the situation also 

brought opportunities resulting in new ways 

of working. Some of which were so success-

ful, we decided to keep them. For example, 

we started with regular online meetings, YEP 

Online Meetups (YOMS), to check in with 

the Young Experts. We were very proud to 

welcome Marcel Beukeboom, Permanent 

Representative of the Kingdom of the 

Netherlands to the United Nations 

Organisations in Rome, to talk about Food 

Security and Jaime de Bourbon de Parme, 

Climate Envoy of the Netherlands, to talk 

about Climate. As a famous Dutch football 

player once said: “Every disadvantage has its 

advantage” (thanks Johan Cruyff). 

Sustainability is the theme of this edition 

of YEP Effect, which for instance finds its 

way in YEP Programmes through the 

Sustainable Development Goals.  This word, 

‘sustainability’, has become indispensable in 

our lives. And to give you an example of its 

popularity; if I search for ‘sustainability’ via 

Google it shows more than 4.540.000.000 

results. Sustainability is also an intrinsic part 

of YEP Programmes, because “Investing in 

young people is one of the most sustainable 

investments you can make, showing a high 

long-term return”. The way of thinking and 

working that Young Experts learn through 

their YEP Programmes positions, is 

something that is valuable throughout their 

careers. The knowledge they gain is also 

profitable for the environments they work in, 

making their impact even more lasting. 

To highlight the various ways this programme 

works on sustainability, this edition of YEP 

Effect brings yet again interesting stories. 

What about alumni Young Expert Katrien 

van Krieken, who became the supervisor of 

recently started Young Expert Olga 

Mufanequisso? Or the activities that brings 

together our alumni Young Experts, making 

sure that the investments we made keeps 

coming back to us. Two local alumni who live 

in the Netherlands, Maula Paramitha and 

Nada Dahmashi, share their experiences.

Together we keep the network and 

knowledge exchange alive. So, in this YEP 

Effect we also showcase examples of ‘Life 

after YEP’: YEP Programmes as stepping stone 

to set off your career and working on 

sustainability. In this edition, Brent Elemans 

(YEP Energy) shares his story.  And talking 

about sustainability, we recently prolonged 

our partnership agreement with WaterWorX 

to keep on investing in young talent as 

agents of change. Anke Verheij, Programme 

Coordinator WaterWorX, alumni Young 

Expert herself, shares her insights. 

Finally, I would like to draw your attention 

to the Inclusive Green Growth (IGG) 

Department of the Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs and their new staff responsible for 

YEP Programmes. Read more about the view 

of the Director of IGG on YEP Programmes 

and the sustainable impact we together 

make with the programme.

And there is lots more to read about in this 

YEP Effect 9, enjoy!

Vincent Cornelissen

Programme Manager
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Partners Talking
A new team means new inspiration and energy. YEP Programmes is happy to introduce a few new

members of the Inclusive Green Growth (IGG) Department team at the Dutch Ministry of Foreign  

Affairs: René van Hell (Director of IGG and Ambassador Sustainable Development), Iman Tantawy  

(coordinating YEP Water) and Chantal Wieckardt (coordinating YEP Agrofood). Together with Esther  

Reilink (coordinating YEP Energy), they manage YEP Programmes from the Dutch Government side.  

To learn a bit more, we asked René van Hell about his career path, the value of Young Experts in the  

international water, agrofood and renewable energy arenas, and YEP Programmes’ contribution to the 

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

René van Hell

textbook knowledge. Through YEP  

Programmes, Young Experts will be exposed 

to working abroad and will be challenged to 

apply their knowledge and expertise in a new 

context. Moreover, by working abroad the 

Young Experts are also able to learn about 

and experience the importance of local owner-

ship in development cooperation, which will 

contribute to more effective and sustainable 

interventions, now and in the future. 

How does YEP Programmes contribute to 

IGG’s sustainability policy?

The SDGs are the international guiding  

principles for Dutch Development  

Cooperation. YEP Programmes helps to  

secure a solid network of Young Experts  

working in key SDG sectors. By deploying 

Young Experts at different kinds of  

organisations, such as government, private 

sector institutions or NGOs, we increase 

their capacity to work on topics related to 

water, food systems and energy.  

two challenges by fostering a pool of young talent for the sector, that 

can bring in state of the art knowledge, expertise and innovation. 

Moreover, we expect that a large share of the Young Expert alumni 

will keep working at institutions in the development and foreign trade 

sectors. As such, through YEP Programmes, the pool of experienced 

experts will increase, in turn strengthening Dutch organisations and 

their performance in achieving the SDGs. 

At the same time, collaborating with Young Experts has been valuable 

for us at the Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Young Experts often 

provide additional insights, not only from a youth perspective, but 

also because the Young Experts in YEP Programmes are often working 

in the field, with local communities. In that way, Young Experts 

regularly join our discussions and have, for example, provided  

valuable inputs to our new policy plans. In a sense, they are partly our 

eyes and ears on the ground.

Young Experts within YEP Programmes often need to step outside 

their comfort zone, visiting new countries and experiencing new 

cultures. Why do you think it is important to develop work experience 

in an international environment? 

We believe that you always learn from a change of perspective.  

Gaining on-the-ground experience is a valuable addition to acquiring 

The Young Experts are thus directly contributing to the achievement 

of SDG 2 (zero hunger), SDG 6 (clean water and sanitation) and SDG 7 

(affordable and clean energy), but they are of course also working on 

the interlinkages between these SDGs and with other SDGs that are 

often integrated in their work, such as SDG 5 (gender equality) and 

SDG 13 (climate action). 

What advice would you like to share with our Young Experts, which 

you would like to have received when you were at the beginning of 

your career?

That would be the quote from Eleanor Roosevelt: “The purpose of 

life is to live it, to taste it, to experience to the utmost, to reach out 

eagerly and without fear for newer and richer experience.”

What is your advice for the water, agrofood and energy sectors that 

invest in Young Experts?

Young Experts can bring in new knowledge, expertise and innovation, 

and can provide valuable new perspectives for organisations.  

The Young Experts of YEP Programmes are also part of a multi-

disciplinary and multisectoral network, which can provide very 

valuable insights and linkages with other companies, NGOs and 

governmental and knowledge institutes. Be sure to benefit from both 

the Young Experts’ knowledge and their network!

Mr. Van Hell, a warm welcome to the YEP Programmes family. Could 

you please introduce yourself?

Thank you, very happy to be part of it. I am an economist and what 

always intrigued me is why some countries get wealthy and others 

not, because of its enormous impact on citizens. I studied in  

Amsterdam and started my career at the European Parliament, where 

in the nineties we worked on the Rio 1992 Earth Summit. All the 

things that were decided during this Summit are still very relevant 

for my current job: e.g. the framework agreement for climate change 

(UNFCCC), or the Convention on Biological Diversity. The enlargement 

of the EU with Central European Countries (CEE) was also hotly  

debated. Later on, I became the Netherlands ambassador in one of 

those CEE countries: Hungary. 

Goals in my job are clear: poverty reduction in the most vulnerable 

countries, steer within 1.5 degree growth paths, push the necessary 

energy transition and move away from fossil energy, work on resilient 

food systems, and promote that people have access to water and 

sanitary hygiene. 

You are now responsible for YEP Programmes from the Dutch  

Government side. What are your first impressions of YEP  

Programmes?

Our first impression of YEP programmes is that it is a very dynamic 

and enthusiastic network of Young Experts. The YEP programmes 

team and the Young Experts are very proactive, for example in  

providing input to and feedback on the new Dutch policy note. 

Moreover, we often run into the programme and the (alumni) Young 

Experts at different occasions and events, confirming that the  

programme is well known around the development sector and that 

input from Young Experts is valued and in high demand!

Why is it so important to invest in young professionals? 

The Dutch water and agricultural sectors are characterized by an  

increasingly ageing pool of experts. At the same time, young  

professionals are experiencing difficulties entering the development 

cooperation and foreign trade sector and gaining working experience 

‘on the ground’. Through YEP Programmes, we aim to address these 
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and secondary effects – before deciding on 

the fitting solutions. In addition, I learnt that, 

in solving water challenges, a single solution 

may not be the ultimate answer, as challenges 

frequently require a combination of several 

solutions.

How are you applying what you have learnt 

in your job?

With this course, I have learnt that providing 

quick and immediate solutions to a water 

challenge may not be a sustainable measure 

to the issue itself. At work, my colleagues 

and I are now following the participatory 

approach that we have reviewed in this 

course. We first create an inventory to collect 

as much information about the challenge as 

possible. Then, we undertake a stakeholder  

analysis and a mapping to ensure that -one- 

all stakeholders are considered when running 

a problem analysis and -two- they are 

engaged when generating solutions to the 

concerning water challenge.

I have noticed that this approach creates a 

sense of community and belonging amongst 

the different stakeholders as they are all 

involved in the generation of ideas to the 

issues that affect them.

The Water & (In)Stability online course is one of the many offerings available to Young Experts as part of their 

learning track. Early this year, 18 Young Experts enrolled the course, learnt how water stress may lead to, or  

increase, conflict and instability, and received a certificate upon completion. Joshua Kakala, Young Expert YEP 

Water in batch 24, was one of the participants. 

Why did you want to join this online  

Stakeholders’ involvement 
to address water challenges

course?

The fact that water stress is becoming an 

area of concern, both at an international level 

between countries and at sub-national level 

between different stakeholders and  

communities, was a strong motivation to join 

this course. Furthermore, the desire to learn 

how water can be a driving factor in causing 

conflicts among different stakeholders and 

how water-related conflicts can be addressed  

were also motivating me to follow this course.

What are your main takeaways from this 

course?

I have noticed that, often, when there is a 

water-related challenge that needs to be 

addressed, the concerned parties do not take 

time to understand and analyse the challenge 

itself. Instead, they straight away provide a 

solution based on the assumption that it will 

solve the water challenge in hand. This course 

provided me with a broad perspective of how 

to handle a water issue through following 

a participatory approach where different 

stakeholders are involved, and the issue is 

thoroughly analysed – by identifying the pri-

mary and secondary causes and the primary 

facts & figures learning tracks global network innovation sdgs

About the course

The Water & (In)Stability online course was 

designed for Young Experts to better  

understand that water can be a cause of  

conflict amongst different stakeholders, 

and that they can apply some measures and 

strategies to mitigate water-related conflicts 

in their work and/or regions. The identified 

objectives of this course are:

• to make participants familiar with the 

water stress and (in)stability nexus and to 

conflict and conflict analysis;

• to enable participants to undertake a brief 

analysis of the water situation in their own 

working area, any issues regarding water 

resource management for water users and 

its implications for (in)stability; and,

• to enable participants to explore possible 

responses, based on the outcomes of their 

analysis, taking into account both  

technical and social /governance responses.

The online course has been specifically  

developed for the YEP Programmes by  

trainers Rolien Sasse and Tineke Roholl. 

Among other sources, they made use of 

insights and resources developed by the 

Water, Peace and Security (WPS) partnership. 

This partnership is a collaboration between 

the Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the 

German Agency for International  

Cooperation (GIZ) and a consortium of six 

partners: IHE Delft (lead partner), World 

Resources Institute (WRI), Deltares,  

The Hague Centre for Strategic Studies 

(HCSS), and Wetlands International and  

International Alert. Both trainers were 

involved in the founding of this partnership 

and Rolien Sasse is still working with the 

consortium as a strategic advisor.
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Ripple Effect
New territories, new opportunities, new Young Experts

Cordaid initially hired Daphne to start private 

sector development (PSD) projects in  

countries where they were present. She had 

just come back from West Africa and her focus 

was on the francophone areas of Africa.  

However, during her job interview, she was 

asked if she would be willing to travel to 

Iraq occasionally. “I kind of bluffed my way 

through it and bravely said yes, thinking that 

my years of experience in Africa would be 

more beneficial for Cordaid and that it would 

play out that way naturally. Little did I know 

that I would be invited to Iraq in my second 

month and that it would be my first short 

mission,” recalls Daphne.

Nynke’s arrival to Iraq was rather different. 

Having studied a Bachelor’s in Arabic  

Language and Culture and a Master’s in  

Environmental Communication and  

Management, it was her dream to find a job 

that would allow her to combine her passion  

YEP Programmes has intensified its focus in the MENA region. Daphne van Dam (batch 19) was the first Agrofood Young Expert in this region 

and the first one in Iraq, and with that a real pioneer. Her steps at Cordaid have been followed by Nynke Schaap, a Young Expert in batch 25, 

who started working for Daphne’s team in Erbil, Iraq, in 2021.  

Exploring new territories is exciting, creates new  

connections, and opens new opportunities.  

How are these two Young Experts  

experiencing their deployment time  

so far?

for the Middle East, its people, and the 

environment. “It wasn’t quite clear to me how 

and where to start such a career and I ended 

up in consultancy, mostly working on water 

governance in the Netherlands. I had a great 

time, but there was always a feeling deep  

inside me that I wasn’t 100% at the right place. 

So, when I saw YEP Programmes’ vacancy at 

Cordaid, I knew that it was the opportunity I 

needed! From the very moment I joined  

Daphne’s team, I felt that everything was 

falling into place,” says Nynke. 

Daphne had never set foot in the Middle East 

and “being biased by what I had learnt from 

Iraq on the news and on social media, I was 

truly apprehensive,” she admits. The security 

training that she had to follow prior to her  

deployment added some additional heat to 

the fire as she learnt what to do in the event 

of a kidnapping or a bomb explosion.  

Nonetheless, she stepped onto a plane and 

landed on Iraqi grounds in less than seven 

hours. “There, all the fear fell off my  

shoulders,” she adds. Nynke, on the other 

hand, had already visited several countries in 

the MENA region, witnessed the start of the 

2011 uprisings in Egypt and Syria, and  

discovered Jordan and Egypt by bike after 

cycling from the Netherlands to Istanbul with 

her husband.  “I felt like blending in easily” she 

says.

“As I did not have a thematic counterpart in 

the country,” continues Daphne, “I really had 

to pioneer, building my own network and 

scouting for opportunities. This pioneering 

was not only related to the implications of 

being the first Young Expert in Iraq. I was also 

the first employee at Cordaid working on PSD 

projects in the country and had to kickstart a 

PSD unit!”

Pioneering also means meeting new people 

and getting accustomed to cultural  

differences. When Daphne started working 

in Iraq, she was the only other expat in the 

office and the only Dutch colleague among a 

large team of Iraqi and Iraqi Kurds. “I therefore 

dived deep into the culture, learning about 

the complex war-torn history of the region 

and how this affects the work environment 

up until today. This helped me to find ways to 

work with trauma-affected communities and 

to lead teams of people of clashing  

ethnicities,” explains Daphne.

“During Nynke’s job interview, I wanted to be 

sure that she knew what she was signing up 

for. Not in terms of Iraq’s insecurity – which in 

the Kurdistan Region is almost a non-issue – 

but about the tough work environment due to 

the dynamics between people that are rooted 

in conflict. The life we live here is so extremely 

contradicting. Erbil feels like a luxurious  

bubble, a safe haven from where we can  

operate into the areas that matter most in 

terms of security and resilience needs.  

Areas that are less than one hour apart.  

The stories that you hear are extreme. 

Literally, everyone around you has their own 

traumatic story rooted in conflict and I would 

have liked to have prepared myself better on 

this,” she adds.  

“Daphne definitely paved the way for me,” 

says Nynke. “She managed to establish a PSD 

unit from zero and build up a strong team.  

I feel very lucky to be part of it and have both 

national colleagues and Daphne to spar with. 

Besides, one of my national colleagues from 

our Mosul-office, Othman T. Khalil, is also a 

Young Expert from my batch. Knowing how 

supportive it is to have them, I try to be a  

sparring partner for my YEP colleagues as 

well, especially for those who are the first 

Young Experts in their organisation and/or 

who are the only ones in their organisation 

from a foreign country. And perhaps, if our 

team continues to grow, I can soon share what 

Daphne shared with me with another Young 

Expert!” Nynke’s enthusiasm for passing her 

learnings on to future Young Experts aligns 

with YEP Programmes’ ambition to  

develop a sustainable base for the future  

water, agrofood and renewable energy sectors. 

YEP Programmes seeks to achieve this by  

empowering current Young Experts and  

alumni to create new positions for other 

Young Experts – just like Daphne did!

Over the last 2.5 years, the MENA region has 

really grown on Daphne. “Before, I never really 

had an affinity for it,” she admits, “but I must 

say that the complexity of the work  

environment intrigues me, as I am someone 

that likes to break down entangled bulks into 

bit-size pieces and design solutions for the 

problems at hand,” she adds. 

For Nynke, this is her first time in Iraq and also 

her first time being in the Middle East for a 

long-term employment. According to her, “the 

things I need to understand – and sometimes 

also accustomed to – are very nuanced and 

subtle. I believe that I will keep learning for as 

long as I live here but, as Daphne also pointed 

out, that also makes working here so  

extremely interesting.”

Being deployed to Erbil for a while now, both 

Young Experts look at the region with  

different lenses. As Daphne had mentioned 

before, her overall opinion about the region  

and the country was formed by western  

media. “Nowadays, I try to show my network 

the world I live in through my social media 

and in doing so, I believe I can also shed some 

light on other, frequently untold, stories.  

The key is to surround yourself with those 

who are motivated to make a positive change 

for their society and to keep them close” 

she says. Nynke, herself, admits that “even 

with my background and experience, I had 

not realised how developed and defined the 

Kurdistan Region of Iraq is in functioning as 

a Kurdish state. Also, I was a bit wrong about 

Erbil as it feels more ‘European’, and the traces 

of war and conflict are much deeper and more 

subtle than I imagined”. And although she is 

not using her Arabic language as much as she 

would like, “I definitely enjoy the colourful, 

rich, and warm culture of the Kurds!” 



YEP Programmes has prolonged their partnership agreement with 

the WaterWorX Programme, a great result of the team’s efforts 

on YEP Tailor-made. This year, a new group of 28 motivated young 

professionals came to the Netherlands for their start training.  

We asked Anke Verheij, Programme Coordinator WaterWorX at VEI 

about her motivation to engage with YEP Programmes.

“We work with YEP Programmes because of the successful programme  

for Young Experts they have set up, and the opportunities that this 

large network of Young Professionals bring. So why reinvent the 

wheel? As a Young Expert alumna myself, I experience the added  

value of this bigger network, meeting up with alumni, being part of 

Peer Coaching weekends, and joining online courses.”

WaterWorX (WWX) is a partnership of public water operators in the 

Netherlands, Africa, Asia and South America, aiming to increase 

access to sustainable water services for 10 million people between 

2017-2030. With a new partnership agreement, the collaboration  

between YEP Programmes and WWX is entering its second phase. 

How do Young Experts fit in the WWX programme? “Investing in  

people is the most sustainable investment one can do. At WWX, 

we see Young Experts as key change makers within utilities. In YEP 

Tailor-made batch 3, for example, there are five Young Experts from 

Ghana Water Company who work for different departments in the  

utility. The start training inspired them to work together and stimulate 

more cooperation between different departments. We also see alumni 

from the first two batches being mentors of the new Young Experts, 

supporting the professional development of their peers.”

Additionally, the feedback we received from Young Experts in the first 

two batches were very encouraging.

YEP Tailor-made:
facts & figures learning tracks global network innovation sdgs

“The YEP position has been relevant for the  
development of my expertise because it adds a lot of 
qualities to a young professional which helps to be 
more confident, innovative, comfortable to work in a 
different environment.”

“The added value of the YEP Programmes network 
is that we now have a resource place where we can 
acquire information from young people, share our 
experiences and help each other.”

By working together in Water Operator Partnerships, water utilities 

can improve operational, maintenance, financial and administrative 

processes. In doing so, the continued strength of WWX stands out, 

building and strengthening the capacity of local counterparts to make 

lasting improvements that increase access to sustainable water  

services and generate viable investment propositions in low-income  

areas. Anke: “Sustainability is at the heart of the WWX programme. 

Through peer-to-peer learning we invest in the people at our partner 

utilities who are working on improving the services of the utility.  

We also invest in infrastructure, for example by expanding the  

network to low-income areas. The partner utility is then responsible 

for operation and maintenance, making it a sustainable investment.

 

And we also see sustainability in our collaboration with YEP  

Programmes. Through YEP Programmes, young professionals develop 

themselves, are more aware of their strengths and weaknesses,  

develop critical thinking, and improve communication and teamwork 

skills. Also, most of our Young Experts continue working for our 

partner utilities. And some others work either for another utility or 

another organisation within the water sector. This all benefits the 

sector and contributes to the goal of WWX.”

Poem by Elorm Noel Kwamivi 
Young Expert at WaterWorX - Ghana

YEP Tailor made, period 2022 - 2024, batch WWX3

Hello everyone here and fellow young experts of WaterWorX.  I bet we 

can all attest to the fireworks in our brains after this programme.

The network created here has definitely transported us like trains to 

the destination of greater works.

The beautiful nature of the Netherlands, structure of the training and 

level exposure the trainers provided has enabled us to appreciate the 

mixture of diverse cultures working towards achieving a common goal.

As a matter of fact, we are the future of the global water sector.  

Knowledge is power, so I can therefore say we have been empowered 

and now stand as a tower of change and inspiration in our various 

organisations.

Our various inabilities have also now been  

transformed into capabilities for our  

various utilities. 

YEP is absolutely the indeed right step  

to prep each one of us to rep our counties  

positively in the coming years.

YEP Contribution to SDGs

1 No Poverty

2 Zero Hunger

3 Good Health and Well-being

4 Quality Education

5 Gender Equality

6 Clean Water and Sanitation

7 Affordable and Clean Energy

8 Decent Work and Economic Growth

9 Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure

10 Reduced Inequalities

11 Sustainable Cities and Communities

12 Responsible Consumption and Production

13 Climate Action

14 Life below Water

15 Life on Land

SDG Themes Total YEP working days
(per 15/08/2022)

2.5000 5.000 7.500 10.000 12.500 15.000 17.500 20.000 22.500 25.000 27.500 30.000

211.476
YEP days per SDG

So far, we did not receive any projects which apply to SDG 16.     

In addition, all YEP projects contribute to SDG17 - Partnerships for Goals.     

Batches 1-24 Batches 25-26

Thank you for the rare opportunity and investment into the  

sustainability of the development goals and also for encouraging unity 

and integrity. Without doubt I know we have all been elevated in our 

soft skills and highly motivated for exploits.

Lastly, I know the food was an experience we all can’t forget but not 

withstanding the food for thought was truly a good experience we are 

all taking back home.

Live and Learn!

Give and Earn!

Strive and Yearn!

Long Live Young  

Expert Programmes!

Long Live WaterWorX!

Long Live batch WWX3!

facts & figures learning tracks global network innovation sdgs

continuation WaterWorX Programme
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YEP Programmes YEP Water YEP Agrofood YEP Energy

LocalYE’s

Total Total Total Total

Total Total Total

333

303

636

180

152

332

153

151

304

Male

Female

Dutch LocalYE’s

206

159

365

112

85

197

94

74

168

Male

Female

Dutch LocalYE’s

104

126

230

55

57

112

49

69

118

Male

Female

Dutch LocalYE’s

23

18

41

13

10

23

10

8

18

Male

Female

Dutch

TM Water TM Agrofood TM Energy

LocalYE’s

Total

41

42

83

40

32

72

1

10

11

Male

Female

Dutch LocalYE’s

40

32

72

40

32

72

0

0

0

Male

Female

Dutch LocalYE’s

1

9

10

0

0

0

1

9

10

Male

Female

Dutch LocalYE’s

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

1

Male

Female

Dutch

YEP Programmes YEP Tailor-made (Tm)

17

74

125

187

294

Young Experts Worldwide

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018 379
 352
 27

404
 375
 29

518
 401
 32

2019

2020

YEP Tailor-made (Tm)

Young Experts around the World
Eligible Countries • Young Experts per continent 

Young Experts Water  AgroFood  Energy  Tailor-made Total

Africa 239 168 34 67 508

 

Asia 106 57 7 12 182

 

North America  3 0 0 0 3

South America  14 3 0 4 21

Europe 3 2 0 0 5

Total 365 230 41 83 719
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Based on batches 1-26 + YEP Tailor-made

YEP Programmes YEP Tailor-made (Tm)
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Young Experts Worldwide

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

458
 428
 30

579
 527
 52

2019

2020

2021

379
 352
 27

666*
 611
 55

*) Due to financial processing of the YEP-positions, 
these numbers might deviate from the annual numbers
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Numbers updated until August 2022



YEP & Gender Equality

On 8 March, YEP Programmes commemorated  

International Women’s Day with two power- 

break sessions of 30 minutes each for all 

Young Experts to support the SDG 5 –  

Gender Equality. There were two great 

meetings where participants shared how 

they celebrate this day in their home country 

and at work, and discussed how to promote 

gender equality throughout the year.

YEP alumni & WASH

Five YEP Programmes alumni joined a three-

day Dutch Surge Support training on water, 

sanitation and hygiene (WASH) in emergency 

situations organised by the Netherlands 

Enterprise Agency (RVO) and Red Cross 

Netherlands. Participants learnt about aid in 

humanitarian or emergency situations and 

heard about emergency aid interventions in 

the drinking water and sanitation sector.

The active involvement of YEP Programmes 

alumni is a good example of YEP Programmes’ 

commitment with its partners towards  

achieving the SDG 6. Thematic YEP Online Meetups

YEP Programmes organised two thematic 

YEP Online Meetups (YOMs) on Food  

Security and Mitigation of Climate Change 

in May and July, respectively. The former 

addressed the current challenges in global 

food systems and the latter was centred on 

the opportunities around climate change 

mitigation. H.E. Marcel Beukeboom,  

Permanent Representative of the Kingdom of 

YEP Miscellaneous
facts & figures learning tracks global network innovation sdgs

Connecting SMEs and Young Experts

YEP Programmes participated in the Nether-

lands Water Partnership’s webinar on ‘Con-

necting SMEs and Young Experts’ last April. 

YEP Programmes presented the  

opportunities that the Programmes offers  

to Dutch organisations and young  

professionals, and moderated the breakout 

groups where participants shared:

• challenges in getting young professionals 

into companies and NGOs;

YEP & the Cycling Water Reporter

A lot of effort has been done in Zambia to 

provide first time water access. In this sense, 

handpumps are critical for rural areas in 

Zambia. Young Expert Juan Smulders (batch 

21) and the Cycling Water Reporter, Antoon 

Blokland, talked about a rural water supply 

project that Juan is working on as part of  

his YEP role and which entails the drilling  

of around 200 boreholes for handpumps 

installations. They cycled along handpumps to 

see and understand the urgency and challenges 

around boreholes and handpumps to meet the 

SDG 6 – Clean Water and Sanitation for all.

Peer learning with Young Experts

Young Experts in Bangladesh hosted a peer 

coaching session in early March to learn how 

to deal with difficult situations at work and 

share support. The group identified concrete 

means to manage their challenges and feel 

more energised at work. “Peer coaching is a 

very useful format to learn and develop as a 

group. Through a series of rounds, you get 

the wisdom and the experience of the group 

on a particular issue to the surface, reflect 

on it, and turn it into very concrete actions,” 

says Lotte Roosendaal, Young Expert  

Agrofood in batch 24, deployed in Bangladesh 

YEP Tailor-made for WaterWorX & Blue 

Deal

YEP Tailor-made was presented during the 

WaterWorX meetup, held at Waternet in mid-

May, days before the beginning of the start 

training of the third batch. This brings the 

total WaterWorX Young Experts to 74!

• obstacles for young professionals to work 

for SMEs; and,

• ideas to reduce the mismatch between 

young professionals and organisations.

the Netherlands to the United Nations  

Organisations in Rome, joined the session 

on Food Security, and H.R.H. Prince Jaime 

de Bourbon de Parme, Climate Envoy of the 

Kingdom of the Netherlands, attended the 

YOM on Climate. The conversations held 

reinforced two ideas: our Young Experts are 

agents of change who see opportunities in 

the existing challenges, and the moment of 

act is now! 

YEP Programmes’ contribution to SWWW

YEP Programmes co-convened two sessions 

at Stockholm World Water Week. Recognising 

the need to incorporate more women and 

youth within the sector, YEP Programmes 

and partners held a session on ‘Valuing  

Women and Youth in the Water Sector’.  

The session offered practical tools and  

resources, including those developed by 

Equal Aqua and the Institute for Sustainable 

Futures to support greater equality and 

diversity in the water management sector.

The second session was entitled ‘Youth  

Engagement: From Why to How’.  

Founders and members of the Valuing Water 

Youth Taskforce shared key lessons from 

their work and discussed the way forward 

for youth in the water sector, concluding 

with a call to action for the UN 2023 Water 

Conference.

In addition, a first Tailor-made training 

programme for Blue Deal has been agreed. 

In mid-September, a group of Young Experts 

working on Blue Deal projects in Asia, Africa, 

Latin America and the Middle East will start 

their YEP trajectory with a two-week training 

programme in the Netherlands. 
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Peer-to-peer coaching is fast on its way to becoming one of the key 

features of YEP Programmes. Under the title ‘YEP InterVision’,  

these Peer Coaching weekends (formerly: Intervision weekends)  

underline the importance of knowledge exchange. And who better to 

organise these weekends than Young Experts themselves? Especially 

with peers working in the same region, facing similar challenges, and 

having similar experiences.

of the interaction among Young Experts was 

virtual. As an organising committee, we  

decided that face-to-face interactions would 

add a distinctive element to professional and 

personal relationships and create a long- 

lasting impact in the YEP network.  

The intercultural element with the idea of 

attracting like-minded fellows from different 

countries in the region with a shared vision 

was just too good not to tap into.  

We visualised an amazing weekend of 

self-reflection and discovery, embracing and 

learning from each other, building networks, 

bonding, and having fun. 

Imke: The development sector is scattered. 

Plenty of NGOs and the private sector are 

addressing ‘development’ in their own way, 

within the ‘aid to trade agenda’ and/or the 

‘Shift the Power movement’. Over the years, 

Peer Coaching weekends: 

many impactful initiatives arose, but there  

is always room for improvement. Young  

professionals are flexible, ambitious, critical 

and innovative, and accordingly, often  

function as the watchdog of the development 

sector. A YEP Peer Coaching weekend  

provides a platform for exchanging ideas, 

perspectives, knowledge and experiences. 

It also provides an opportunity to to think 

‘outside the box’ and join forces within  

the development sector to address this 

scatteredness. 

 

What makes a YEP Peer Coaching weekend 

special and why is it important to you and 

your organisation?

Aileen: Diversity, I would say, is what makes 

Peer Coaching weekends so special.  

Young Experts coming from diverse back-

grounds and organisations, different work 

ethics, different successes, and failures,  

during the YEP journey. And also the  

opportunity these weekends give us to share 

and learn from one another.  I believe that 

I do not have to go through every situation 

myself to learn, I can also learn from other 

people’s stories. 

Imke: Work is time-consuming in everyday 

life. We often forget to create time to stand-

still and reflect on professional and personal 

development, both on an organisational 

and individual levels. What are we doing? 

And, why? Meeting like-minded people from 

different countries and cultures, exchanging 

knowledge and experiences on professional 

and personal development has been one of 

the great benefits of YEP Programmes.  

A YEP Peer Coaching weekend provides the 

opportunity to take a pause and ponder 

together with fellow young professionals on 

your strengths, challenges, and next steps. 

 

What knowledge exchange happened during 

the weekend, and what can you use yourself 

in your work?

Aileen: During the Peer Coaching workshops 

as part of getting to know each other better, 

we had discussions in rotating pairs where 

we shared our strengths, weaknesses, fears,  

and vision. This helped us to get a deeper  

understanding of what motivates us and 

helped brightening up the weekend. We were 

able to open up and bond, which helped in 

strengthening our relations. This technique  

I intend to adopt in my workspace, as I  

interact with different partners and stake-

holders, and within my team as well, to 

improve the work environment and enhance 

sharing.

Imke: The Personal Leadership workshop was 

of great value to me. It made me realise that 

I am an initiator by nature. In daily work life, I 

see plenty of opportunities for (new)  

partnerships and I am good to kickstart these 

activities, without a doubt.  

However, this strength is also my biggest 

weakness, because I often feel too  

responsible for the success of an initiative 

and I end up providing others (too) little 

room to take the initiative themselves and 

share the responsibilities. What am I now 

doing differently at work? I increasingly  

add more value to the input of partner  

organisations by providing them time and 

space to take initiative and reflect on their 

actions. In that way we progress together 

and achieve even a better result!

 

In April 2022, the YEP Peer Coaching weekend  

took place in Uganda, where 30 Young 

Experts, alumni, trainers and colleagues from 

the YEP Programmes team met for a work-

shop on future career development. A field  

visit to a bakery training organisation and 

microcredit provider was also part of the  

programme. The event gathered Young 

Experts working in Uganda, Kenya, Rwanda, 

Tanzania and Ghana. We asked participants 

of batch 23 Aileen Liz Buule, Young Expert 

Energy at SNV, and Imke Straaten, Young 

Expert Agrofood at Wilde Ganzen, to share 

their experiences as members of this Peer 

Coaching weekend organising committee.

Why did you decide to organise a YEP  

Peer Coaching weekend?

Aileen: Having started the YEP Programmes 

during the Covid-19 pandemic period, most 

learn, connect and have fun
facts & figures learning tracks global network innovation sdgs

Young Experts are in the lead when it comes 

to organising YEP Peer Coaching weekends. 

How did you go about organising this  

weekend?

Aileen: It is truly a team effort! It was an 

honour being part of the organising  

committee. It was very intercultural and 

as such we learnt a lot from one another. 

Having a shared goal and clear objectives, 

as well as allocating roles among us did help 

us stay on track. And of course, it wasn’t 

all smooth sailing. At some point we had to 

compromise and adapt accordingly, which 

was also good learning moment. 

Imke: It was great to be part of the Ugandan- 

Dutch organising committee. It provided  

me the opportunity to improve my  

intercultural communication skills and it 

made me realise that cultural habits and 

values should be more considered.  

For example, due to budget limitations we 

had to decide to book dormitories and share 

rooms. Afterwards, I did realise that this is 

not common in some cultures. Therefore, 

it was great to work together with Aileen. 

She made me realise that the Dutch values 

and – straightforward – way of organising a 

weekend is definitely not the only way! 

Young Experts are currently working on 

organising Peer Coaching weekends in Egypt, 

Benin and Indonesia.
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YEP Programmes meets the need of the water, agrofood and energy sectors for  

Young Experts with international experience. Through YEP Programmes, seconding  

organisations invest in young talent that can be deployed within their organisation,  

contribute to the growth of a pool of talented professionals, and ultimately, support the development of solutions to global challenges. 

Enough reasons to ensure that YEP Programmes is well embedded in these three sectors. Our YEP Alumni network plays a vital role in this, 

securing a sustainable future for YEP Programmes. 

Olga MufanequissoKatrien van Krieken

YEP Duo

Although Resilience  

B.V. already operates 

throughout Africa, and 

Katrien and Olga have 

colleagues from seven 

different countries, the opportunities that 

YEP Programmes provides to interact with 

and learn from even more cultures really is an 

added value for Katrien and her Mozambican 

colleagues, who, before YEP, had not had the 

opportunity to collaborate on an international  

level. “I think that the planned trip to the 

Netherlands will be a valuable experience for 

Olga because she’ll understand her Dutch 

colleagues better after seeing where we come 

from!” adds Katrien. 

Working together as alumni Young Expert and 

a new Young Expert has certainly its benefits. 

“Katrien supported me on the YEP  

Programmes’ application process. She helped 

me preparing for the interview which gave me 

extra confidence,” recalls Olga. “Moreover, we 

can reflect together on shared experiences 

which brings an additional layer of learning. 

Also, the fact that we know our MBTI (Myers-

Briggs Type Indicator) personality types helps 

in the office and during collaboration.  

Understanding each other avoids potential 

frustrations because we are aware of each 

other’s needs and working preferences.  

facts & figures learning tracks global network innovation sdgs

We have seen more than one example of YEP Alumni creating a  

position for a new Young Expert. This is also the case with Katrien van 

Krieken, YEP Agrofood alumna of batch 15. After finishing her YEP 

Programmes journey at Resilience B.V. in Mozambique, she continued 

working for this organisation. Recently, she welcomed Young Expert 

Olga Mufanequisso of batch 25 who is now working as a monitoring 

evaluation, reporting and learning (MERL) specialist at Resilence B.V..

In fact, we laugh about our differences and 

make use of each other’s strengths,” Olga adds.

Olga continues: “Now that I am going through 

this learning process and I am strengthening 

some of my professional skills, I would  

recommend to future Young Experts that they 

make the most of their YEP journey and that 

they apply the learnings throughout their 

professional life.” 

Looking back at Katrien’s involvement in the 

development of a new YEP position, she sees 

that there is an important role for fellow YEP 

alumni to embed YEP Programmes even more 

within the Dutch agrofood and other sectors. 

“By placing Young Experts abroad, knowledge 

and experiences can go back to the  

Netherlands. For example, observations on 

production of local crops may be brought to 

the Netherlands. In other words, locally  

embeddedness provides new eyes and  

experiences and, as such, business  

opportunities. This way, the Dutch agrofood 

sector can adapt to the needs of emerging 

economies even better.”

Working for Resilience B.V. and her subsidiary 

Resiliência Moçambique Lda., they have both 

been involved with the APSAN-Vale and  

FASIMO projects. When asking Katrien about 

the project and the added value of a YEP  

position, she says: “In APSAN-Vale and  

FASIMO, Olga and I study and catalyse  

farmer-led irrigation development. Olga’s  

position already existed through one project 

but, by creating a YEP position, they could 

expand Olga’s work opportunities in other 

projects. For instance, she is now  

conducting research for Landac on  

resettlement for which we can cover extra 

fieldwork through the YEP budget. This 

project also contributes to Olga’s professional 

skills. Her research and facilitation skills are 

growing immensely.”

The YEP Alumni Board is a very active network, organising meetups and knowledge exchange  

sessions with fellow Young Expert alumni. Earlier this year, a group of YEP Alumni participated in a serious game on negotiation where  

participants learnt about the do’s and don’ts of multi-stakeholder negotiation through three rounds of role play. A great learning experience 

like this one, matched with a fun day overall is how the YEP alumni network connects. Members of the Alumni Board Nada AlDahmashi and 

Maula Paramitha tell us more about YEP’s life-lasting community.

have moved from one job to another. It is amazing to hear all these 

experiences from a lot of different people!

What value do these learning activities add to your professional 

development?

Maula: Sharing is important for our professional development and 

growth. Exchanging ideas and work experiences is enriching our 

knowledge. Next to being a fun day, YEP Alumni gatherings facilitate 

knowledge exchange. 

What experiences do you bring to these training sessions from your 

own working environment? 

Nada: Besides applying our own skills to a particular training session 

or workshop, the good part of bringing our professional experience to 

these sessions is that we can enrich them by providing examples from 

our own work experience that match with discussions and role play 

activities that we have during these sessions. By doing so, the group 

learns from how others dealt with specific situations.

And what lessons have you picked-up from the recent negotiation 

workshop?

Maula: The workshop on negotiation has taught me that it is  

important to listen carefully to the different stakeholders as well as to 

think critically about their feedback and/or inputs. Another takeaway 

for me was that we need to consider all the different aspects of a 

project to define all its dimensions. 

Nada: One of the many ideas that sticks with me has to do with how 

the different parties of a negotiation should share the benefits  

resulting from the topic they have in hand. It is critical to balance 

these shared benefits.

What is the next event that the Alumni Board is organising? 

Nada: We want to organise a YEP’s lifelong learning event in the last 

quarter of the year. We would like to ask the network to jump back in 

the YEP adventure and share experiences and reconnect. Details will 

be shared on the alumni’s LinkedIn group page. Fellow Young Experts 

reading this, join the group and don’t miss out!

YEP Alumni
building a community for life

What are the benefits of being part of the YEP Alumni? 

Nada: The YEP Alumni network is one of the few ways to foster the YEP  

Programmes’ network and keep it going. Through this network, the 

YEP community can exchange life and career experiences. In a way, it 

is a live tool to keep on what starts with your batch. 

Maula: Being part of the extensive international network of YEP 

Alumni allows us to stay in touch. To feel that YEP Programmes was 

not only one or two years of our lives. To keep going with the learning 

procedure and to share how Young Experts are developing before, 

during, and after their YEP position. 

Why do you organise and/or join workshops and other activities for 

and with YEP Alumni?

Nada: Being active with the YEP Alumni is a great satisfaction.  

YEP Programmes gives us an international network for life and I feel 

that, once our training ends, we build on the unlimited opportunities 

that YEP Programmes gave us at the beginning of our careers by 

keeping the network active and arranging new initiatives.

How often do you connect with other YEP Alumni?

Maula: It depends on the activity. There are casual online meet-ups 

or training sessions which I find interesting to join as I can meet with 

fellow Young Experts from different batches and get to know where 

they are now, how YEP has changed their career life, and how they 

facts & figures learning tracks global network innovation sdgs

Maula ParamithaNada AlDahmashi
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Brent Elemans is one of the alumni Young Experts from batch #19, 

working on renewable energy. With his position as business developer 

at Pondera Consult in Indonesia he wants to contribute to the global 

energy transition, creating more sustainable energy solutions.  

YEP Programmes offered him the opportunity of a life time.
 

facts & figures learning tracks global network innovation sdgs
Life after YEP

What makes you so passionate about the energy transition and specifically renewable energy?

“Worldwide we have so many challenges and so many changes still to make. For many of  

those challenges the solution is not there yet, for example cures for illnesses. But there are 

challenges we do have a solution for. The energy transition is for me one of the key examples 

of this. It is undeniable that the climate is changing and that greenhouse gas emissions from 

fossil fuelled power plants are the main cause. Great alternatives are right in front of us:  

electricity from solar, wind, geothermal, hydro and tidal energy. 

that this wind farm has the potential to supply electricity to 10,000 

Indonesians and Indonesia is a country with 260 million people. 

However, to date only two other wind farms have been realised in 

Indonesia. Wind energy is often overlooked in Indonesia because of 

its abundance of sun irradiation. Yet, in a densely populated country, 

where the space for solar plants is limited, wind energy is a good 

addition to the energy mix. We use the Sumba project as showcase for 

the potential of wind energy in Indonesia. 

Meanwhile Pondera is pushing for much larger wind farms, both  

on- and offshore. This would not be possible without close  

cooperation with our Indonesian colleagues and partners. We bring in 

our experience in wind energy from the Netherlands. But this has no 

use without understanding the local circumstances and support from 

the Indonesian government. Therefore, Pondera has taken the  

opportunity to start a collaboration with state-owned company 

Pertamina on the development of large-scale wind energy. This brings 

together the know-how, capacity and connections to the government 

that could lead to big steps in the energy transition in Indonesia.“

It is often said, we only have one planet earth. How does the YEP  

Programmes’ position and the work that you do at Pondera  

contribute to more sustainable solutions?

“YEP Programmes for me personally created the opportunity of a 

life time. Moving to Indonesia was on my bucket list for a long time 

because of my strong passion for this country. With Pondera’s focus 

on Indonesia, my added value to the projects, and the YEP support, it 

all came together. 

Whereas I work as a business developer, my presence in Indonesia 

is vital but also brings many uncertainties. In my first year in Jakarta 

we spent a lot of time searching for new opportunities for renewable 

energy projects without the success we had hoped for. Fortunately, 

the YEP Programmes training provided me with the tools I needed to 

grow in my role as business developer. The trainings taught me how 

to work in a cross-cultural context, how to set up a business model 

and what my personal strengths and weaknesses are. With the great 

support of the YEP coach, I was able to work on work- and personal 

related challenges. Obviously, it is not always easy to suddenly live 

15,000 km away from home, start a new life and work in a new  

environment. 

This enabled me in my second YEP year to start new projects and to 

expand our business with new technology and by hiring additional 

staff. With this success, Pondera has extended my stay in Indonesia 

after the YEP Programmes which hopefully will lead to more  

solar- and wind projects. The take from this is that pursuing  

sustainable solutions require perseverance and patience, a luxury 

that organisations may not always have. With the YEP Programmes’ 

training and financial support, this was made possible. “ 

It seems that you are well on your way to create real and sustainable 

impact. What are the next steps, what kind of changes do you want 

to make? 

“Working in the renewable energy sector makes me focus on the 

challenges at hand, the energy transition. So any change I can make 

in that working field is a step towards a better earth. However, there 

is a downside to it. We should prevent having a too narrow focus on 

energy production alone. If energy (even renewable) is increasingly 

used for non-essential use, does this solve anything? Think of the 

amounts of energy being used for mining bitcoins, data centres and 

the consumption industry. As a result of increasing non-essential 

use, the demand for energy will increase more rapidly and the energy 

transition cannot keep up. 

That is where the nexus between energy, water and food comes into 

place. How would the world look if we are able to produce endless 

consumption goods, but there is a lack of fresh water and food, which 

also require vast amounts of energy? More awareness about the basic 

needs for human life will contribute to a more sustainable future.  

This is a message I want to convey, both in my work and my personal 

life.“   

We should use the renewable and unlimited sources of energy 

provided by nature. But although the solutions are there, the energy 

transition does not drive itself. It needs to be pushed, fought for, 

and implemented by realising projects. Everyone can contribute to 

the transition by putting their skills to good use. I use my skills in 

initiating and realising wind- and solar farms. What drives me is the 

actual impact I can make. For every megawatt of generated electricity 

I have worked on, a thousand households can benefit from renewable 

energy: 45,000 households and counting.” 

45,000 households, that is a lot. But how? And what is the added 

value of Dutch and Indonesian cooperation?

“Pondera is working on a small 3-megawatt wind farm on the  

Indonesian island Sumba. This seems an insignificant number, given 
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Amongst others, the YEP Global Network consists of all Young Experts – current and  

alumni. In 2014, the first Young Experts became alumni. Today, the number of YEP alumni 

added up to 446! The overview on this page shows the branches the Young Experts started 

their careers, and the branches they worked in after concluding YEP Programmes.

Future Career Alumni facts until August 2022

Water Utility

Knowledge 

Institute

Total Young Experts  12

Engineering firm  7

Company  3

Network Organisation  1

Government  1

Water board

Network 

Organisation

Company

NGO

Engineering firm

Total Young Experts  45

Water Utility  16

Company  6

Government  6

NGO  6

Egineering firm  3

Study  3

Water Board  2

Knowledge Institute  1

Self employed  1

In between jobs  1

Total Young Experts  7

Water Board  3

Company  2

NGO  1

Study  1

Total Young Experts  29

Knowledge Institute  14

NGO  4

Company  4

Network Organisation  2

Self employed  2

Government  1

Engineering firm  1

In between jobs  1

Total Young Experts  214

Company  139

NGO  12

Government  9

In between jobs  9

Knowledge Institute 8

Other  8

Self employed  7

Study  7

Water Utility  6

Engineering firm  5

Network Organisation  3

Water Board  1

Total Young Experts  135

NGO  77

Company  17

Government  8

Knowledge Institute  6

Network Organisation  6

Other  6

Self employed  4

Study  3

In between jobs  3

Engineering firm  2

Water Board  2

Water Utility  1

Total Young Experts  4

Network Organisation  1

NGO  2

Company  1
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Alumni YEP Programmes

Male  240

Female  206

Alumni stayed with 

YEP employer  186

Switched between 

YEP partners  52

Other employer  149

Government  23

Self employed  13

In between jobs  12

Study  11

Dutch Alumni 

 Works in NL  103

 Focus NL  26

 Focus International  77

 Works abroad  121

Alumni in the sectors

 Stayed in the sectors  394

Other sectors  51

 Consulting  8

 Government  3

 IT  4

 Disaster risk management  2

 Other  34

Alumni total  446

YEP Programmes YEP Tailor-made

Employer after YEP

Other

Dutch  224

Local  222

Alumni total  446

Male  13

Female  19

Alumni total  32

Dutch  8

Local  24

Alumni total  32

Alumni in management positions: 60

Highlight positions after YEP

Pieter van Schaik
Project Manager Sustainable 
Construction & Renovation  
at The Green Village

Megha Thakur
SDG Impact Analyst at 
FairClimateFund

Emma Feenstra
Country Director at  
Fair&Sustainable Kenya
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Contact
YEP Programmes is carried out jointly by 

the Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the 

Netherlands Water Partnership, the Nether-

lands Food Partnership and the Netherlands 

Enterprise Agency. 

The YEP Programme Bureau can be  

contacted via info@yepprogrammes.com. 

The Netherlands Water Partnership acts as 

the Programme Bureau’s lead agency.    

Address

YEP Programme Bureau

c/o the Netherlands Water Partnership

PO Box 82327

2508 EH The Hague

Bezuidenhoutseweg 2

2594 AV The Hague

The Netherlands

Phone: + 31 70 304 3704
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